
___ /8P

___ /4P

6. Klasse / Englisch

Klassenarbeit - Grammatik
Unregelmäßige Verben; Relativsätze (who, which, that); Fragen; Präpositionen;
Present Perfect

Aufgabe 1

Irregular verb forms. Fill in:

German Infinitive Simple Past Present Perfect

schicken send sent sent

kaufen    

wissen    

schreiben    

anzünden    

sein    

singen    

denken    

auswählen    
 

Aufgabe 2

Relative clauses.
Match the sentence halves and combine them with : who, which or whose.

1. Julia is the girl _______________ parents have a corner shop.

2. Ben and Tom are the boys _______________ grandparents live in Scotland.

3. Anna is the girl _______________ is new at Town School.

4. Popy is the Poltergeist _______________ lives in a castle.

5. Bob is the engineer _______________ designed the big tower in town.

6. Golden Star is the hotel _______________ belongs to Lea's parents.

7. Polite Studios are the studios _______________ make a lot of good movies.

8. Tower Bridge is a bridge _______________crosses the river Themse.



___ /5P

___ /10P

Aufgabe 3

Write the question tags.

1.   Lea's new bike looks very good, _________________________?

2.   You didn`t go to school yesterday, _________________________?

3.   Dan and Jo have been in England, _________________________?

4.   The new film is very interesting, _________________________?

5.   Sandra's new PC wasn`t very expensive, _________________________?

6.   Your grandparents live in Wales, _________________________?

7.   Lea has played football, _________________________?

8.   Your dad worked in the garden yesterday, _________________________?

9.   You have fed the dogs, _________________________?

10. Your parents have sold their car, _________________________?

Aufgabe 4

Fill in the correct form.

This is Jenny's room. At the moment she’s _______________ (liegen auf) her bed. 

There are posters ______________________________ (auf dem Boden vor) her bed.

Her mother is ______________________________ (rechts stehen).

She’s _______________ (vor) the door. Jenny’s desk is _______________ (links)

and there are socks on it. Her shoes are __________ (neben) the computer.

Jenny’s cat is _______________ (auf dem Boden).

She’s sleeping __________ (zwischen) the CD’s and magazines. They’re

everywhere _____ (auf) the floor. Jenny can’t find her mobile.

Where is it? It’s ________ (unter) the chair.



___ /9P

Aufgabe 5

Write down the past participles.

fall  eat  

fly  give  

throw  understand  

write  lose  

speak  come  

make  sleep  

tell  say  

take  meet  

go  be  



___ /8P

___ /4P

6. Klasse / Englisch

Lösung Klassenarbeit - Grammatik
Unregelmäßige Verben; Relativsätze (who, which, that); Fragen; Präpositionen;
Present Perfect

Aufgabe 1

Irregular verb forms. Fill in:

German Infinitive Simple Past Present Perfect

schicken send sent sent

kaufen buy bought bought

wissen know knew known

schreiben write wrote written

anzünden light lit lit

sein be was been

singen sing sang sung

denken think thought thought

auswählen choose chose chosen
 

Aufgabe 2

Relative clauses.
Match the sentence halves and combine them with : who, which or whose.

1. Julia is the girl whose parents have a corner shop.

2. Ben and Tom are the boys whose grandparents live in Scotland.

3. Anna is the girl who is new at Town School.

4. Popy is the Poltergeist which lives in a castle.

5. Bob is the engineer who designed the big tower in town.

6. Golden Star is the hotel which belongs to Lea's parents.

7. Polite Studios are the studios which make a lot of good movies.

8. Tower Bridge is a bridge whichcrosses the river Themse.



___ /5P

___ /10P

Aufgabe 3

Write the question tags.

1.   Lea's new bike looks very good, doesn't it?

2.   You didn`t go to school yesterday, did you?

3.   Dan and Jo have been in England, haven't they?

4.   The new film is very interesting, isn't it?

5.   Sandra's new PC wasn`t very expensive, was it?

6.   Your grandparents live in Wales, don't they?

7.   Lea has played football, hasn't she?

8.   Your dad worked in the garden yesterday, didn't he?

9.   You have fed the dogs, haven't you?

10. Your parents have sold their car, haven't they?

Aufgabe 4

Fill in the correct form.

This is Jenny's room. At the moment she’s lying on (liegen auf) her bed. 

There are posters on the floor in front of (auf dem Boden vor) her bed.

Her mother is standing on the right (rechts stehen).

She’s in front of (vor) the door. Jenny’s desk is on the left (links)

and there are socks on it. Her shoes are next to (neben) the computer.

Jenny’s cat is on the floor (auf dem Boden).

She’s sleeping between (zwischen) the CD’s and magazines. They’re

everywhere on (auf) the floor. Jenny can’t find her mobile.

Where is it? It’s under (unter) the chair.



Viel Erfolg!!

Viel Erfolg!!

Viel Erfolg!!Viel Erfolg!!

Viel Erfolg!! Gesamt: ____/36P

___ /9P

klassenarbeiten.de - Klassenarbeit 1953 - Gymnasium, 6. Klasse, Englisch

Aufgabe 5

Write down the past participles.

fall fallen eat eaten

fly flown give given

throw thrown understand understood

write written lose lost

speak spoken come come

make made sleep slept

tell told say said

take taken meet met

go gone be been

Note 1 1- 1-2 2+ 2 2- 2-3 3+ 3 3- 3-4 4+ 4 4- 4-5 5+ 5 5- 5-6 6+
Punkte 32 31 29 28 27 25 24 22 21 19 18 16 14 13 11 10 9 7 6 4
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